DFD Sex Scene Walkthrough

Chapter 1

Lanie – Cannot be avoided.

Chapter 2

Veronica (Jerk off) – Start with a casual question > Can I buy you a drink > Sure, let’s switch > She doesn’t like me > Any profession > Any drink > You can’t give up on your dreams > Alright, let me get my things together.

Heidi (Grinding) - Offer to do some bartending > …give you $500 > Successfully complete the bartending minigame > Know / don’t know her (either) > So, do you have a boyfriend > Embrace her.

Chapter 3

Amanda (Watching her masturbate) – Don’t move her head, hope she doesn’t notice > Open Amanda’s door & complete the lock minigame.

Kathy (Blow job) – You have to let loose sometimes.

Chapter 4

Veronica (Sex) – Get the sex scene with Veronica in Ch. 2 or use the cheat code > Yeah, I could > Pick any game and beat the high score > Absolutely.

Heidi (Sex) – Get the sex scene with Heidi in Ch. 2 or use the cheat code > Don’t be so boring > Pick any game and beat the high score > Let’s discuss it upstairs.
Amanda (Voyeur) – Get the Veronica / Heidi sex scene in this chapter.

**Chapter 5**

Kathy (Sex) – …attracted to me > Go ahead and ask > I wish I knew how I felt about you > Successfully complete the dishwasher minigame > Keep going

Amanda (Hand job) – Let her jump in.

**Chapter 6**

Amanda (Shower scene) – You don’t choose what life you live (The other choices give you a shorter & worse version)

**Chapter 7**

Oliva (Sex) – Play the car mini game and get above the high score or use the cheat code > Why not > Yeah, it’s sweet > She’s had a hard life > I’d love a reward

Amanda (Grinding) – Cannot be avoided, happens at the end of the chapter.

**Chapter 8**

Lily (Topless) – Cannot be avoided, happens at the pool.

Amanda (Sex) – Cannot be avoided, happens at the end of the chapter.

**Chapter 9**

Amanda (Blow job) – Cannot be avoided, happens at the beginning of the chapter.
Kathy (Sex) – Obtain the sex scenes with Kathy in Ch. 3 & 5 > Go see her > We only talked > Any > Drink (Cussing out a police officer) > Don’t drink > …cussed out a customer for not buying anything > Don’t drink (Eating cow balls) > …taken a photo of someone’s butt without them knowing > Don’t drink (Sky diving) > Don’t drink (Stealing anything) > …gotten naked in the diner > Okay, but let’s do this quick

Chapter 10

Amanda () - Let’s make your stories come to life

Heidi () - Kathy and I are just friends > Sure, tonight? > A restaurant > Is there something between you and blake? > Is that your way of telling me a rim job is out of the question? > Any option for dinner > Wait for Blake to return > Yes, let’s go >

Cheat Codes – Input in the cheats menu

Chapter 4 – Allows you to obtain sex scenes with Heidi / Veronica without having to replay Ch. 2, however you still have obtain a high score in an arcade game and pick the correct dialogue choices.

ch4heidisex (Heidi)

ch4veronicasex (Veronica)

ch4nosex (Neither)

Chapter 7 -
Ch7roadking (Allows you to skip the driving minigame)